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Summary :


This article talks about 6 best AI PDF editors tools that help you handle your PDFs better. Take a look at these options and find the one that suits you the best.
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The AI-powered PDF editor is revolutionizing the way we interact with PDFs. With the integration of ChatGPT, the PDF editor can work well as a great PDF summarizer, translator, and even ChatGPT alternative to generate content, which will significantly improve our efficiency.

Here are the best 5 AI-powered PDF tools for all sectors especially for education and business. Check all their features and pick the best AI PDF editor to try. Let’s get started.

Comparison Table of 6 AI PDF Editors

	Product	Price	Supported OS	OCR features	AI Features
	PDFgear	Completely Free	Windows, macOS, iOS, Online	Yes	Edit PDF with AI
Chat with PDF

Summarize PDF

Explain PDF

Translate PDF

	Foxit PhantomPDF	Foxit PDF Editor has 5 pricing edition(s), from $14.99 to $179	Windows, macOS
iOS, Android, Online
	Yes	Summarize PDF

Chat with PDF

AI rewriting

Smart redact
	Light PDF	$29,95 billed monthly
$79.95 billed annually

$159.9 billed for lifetime
	Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android	Yes	Talk to PDF
Answer your Question in Tables

	Forma	In-app purchases from$0.99 to $29.99	iPhone and iPad	No	Auto-filled form in seconds with AI
	PDFelement	$79.99/year for PDFelement
$129.99/year for PDFelement pro
	Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android	Yes	Chat with PDF
Summarize PDF

Rewrite and Proofread PDF

AI Content Detection

	pdfFiller	Premium $15 On Premise per month
Premium $15 Cloud per month
	Windows, macOS, iOS, and Android, Online	Yes	Chat with PDF
Summarize PDF

Rewrite PDF

Explain PDF



PDFgear

PDFgear provides a free PDF editor with AI to simplify tasks such as reading, converting, or editing PDFs. Powered by GPT-3.5, it enables you to chat with PDF files like textbooks, essays, legal contracts, and research papers for deeper insights. You can also ask the Copilot to summarize, proofread, and translate your PDFs.
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PDFgear is the very first PDF Copilot, enabling you to have natural conversations with your PDF files. Simply send commands like “convert to Word” or “compress this PDF” to the chatbot, and let it take care of the rest for you.



Foxit PhantomPDF

Foxit allows you to edit any PDF just like editing a Word document with a word processor. Change the text, add pictures and videos, stamps, and headers within several clicks. In Foxit, you can create an interactive PDF form, and collaborate with others to work on the same PDF in real time.

In PDF Editor Pro +, they’ve added AI features, like an AI chatbot, document summarization, and smart redaction. These innovations boost productivity and document management using advanced AI technology.
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LightPDF

LightPDF is a cloud-based AI PDF editor, that allows you to work on your PDF documents anywhere, anytime without registration. It offers a variety of tools for PDF editing, including data extraction and editing scanned PDFs.

The platform introduces an AI-enhanced PDF editor called ChatDoc to improve interaction with PDFs and other document formats. It features capabilities like summarization, information extraction from various document types, and a chat interface for document queries. Supporting a range of file types and languages, it caters to diverse user needs in business, education, and creative fields.
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Forma

Forma is a mobile AI PDF Editor & Creator, offering a convenient solution for creating, editing, and managing PDFs on-the-go. It features an autofill function for forms, and a variety of editing tools including adding stamps, photos, and signatures.

This application comes with robust AI functions, you can ask questions and save responses. It automatically identifies scanned documents using an AI-based scanning system. Users can also pick from different ready-made AI tasks to streamline their work.
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PDFelement

PDFelement helps you process PDFs effectively, but you need to upgrade to Premium to experience all its features. You can open or create a PDF in PDFelement, and make any edits like adding text or images to the PDF.  Then, add a password to protect your PDF.

PDFelement elevates PDF handling by integrating AI technology. This tool includes features like AI summarization, rewriting, proofreading, and translation, enhancing the efficiency of document processing. It also has a unique function for detecting AI-generated content within documents.
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pdfFiller

pdfFiller’s AI PDF Editor provides a comprehensive suite of tools for efficient document processing. pdfFiller supports the uploading of documents in PDF, Word, PowerPoint, JPEG, PNG, and Text formats, allowing you to begin editing, signing, and sharing PDFs online.

The editor features AI-assisted editing for faster and smarter document handling, incorporating predictive technology for automatic field filling and grammar correction. It supports various use cases such as contract review, research, proposal drafting, and preparation of training materials.
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Conclusion

This article lists the top six AI PDF editors on the market. However, almost all AI PDF editors come with a price tag, except for PDFgear, which is entirely free.

Despite being a free product, PDFgear doesn’t compromise on functionality. It not only offers a range of basic and advanced PDF editing tools but also includes built-in AI features that allow you to chat with PDF documents.
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